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A Tribute to Kukliński
By: Ted Mirecki, National Director
Polish American Congress
On December 11th, the CIA held a
symposium titled “Preparation for Martial
Law Through the Eyes of Ryszard
Kukliński,” organized by Historical
Collections Division. Speakers were:
Zbigniew Brzeziński; CIA Director
Michael Hayden; David Forden, CIA
officer who handled Kukliński’s
activities; Aris Pappas, CIA analyst who
processed his information; Ben Weiser,
author of “A Secret Life,” Kukliński’s
biography. Among those present were
Kukliński’s grandson Michael; from the
Polish Embassy: Ambassador Robert
Kupiecki, Deputy Chief of Mission
Wojciech Flera and his wife, Counselor
for Culture and Public Affairs Mariusz
Brymora, Col. Andrzej Gorzyński of the
Military Attaché Office; from the CIA,
several dozen officers from the Warsaw
station and analysts who processed
Kukliński’s information. In total, about
300 people were present. The event, held
at CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia,
was by invitation only.
Director Hayden called Kukliński “the
most valuable source of information in the
entire Cold War.” Although in Poland he
is primarily known for providing
information about the plans for martial
law, Kukliński over 9 years provided
detailed information about the strategic
thinking of the Warsaw Pact, and detailed
plans for the invasion of Western Europe.
This information allowed US intelligence
to put together and integrate all of the
pieces of information that were coming in
from other sources. Hayden compared
intelligence work to putting together a jigsaw puzzle with pieces missing, and with
no picture on the box. Kukliński provided
not only the missing pieces, but also the
picture. In addition, Kukliński provided
information on over 200 weapon systems,
and details of the location, equipment and
communication system of Warsaw Pact
control centers. This allowed the US to
implement pin-point targeting of surgical
strikes, instead of massive bombing
campaigns.
Brzeziński gave a fantastic presentation.
He told about receiving Kukliński’s
information while serving as President
Carter’s National Security Advisor, about
the first emotional meeting after
Kukliński’s arrival in the US, about his
talks with then Prime Minister Miller
about Kukliński’s rehabilitation, telling
him that this must occur on the initiative
of the Polish government, and not be
conditioned on an appeal for a pardon,
because Kukliński does not consider
himself guilty. He also mentioned a
meeting, at some international conference,
with Soviet Marshal and head of Warsaw
Pact forces, Victor Kulikov. For some
reason Kukliński’s name came up,
whereupon Kulikov launched into a tirade
of denunciation, then contradicted himself
by saying that Kukliński passed on only
insignificant information. To which
Brzeziński replied that, because of this
information, three hours after the outbreak
of hostilities, you, Marshal, and your
entire staff would be dead.
David Forden talked about his first
meeting with Kukliński, where he said he
was with the CIA, not the army. In his
initial contact with the US Embassy in
Bonn, Kukliński had requested to work
with an army officer, and until then all his
contacts were with persons under army
cover. Forden’s admission did not faze
Kukliński at all, and he continued
working with him, forming not only a
professional relationship but a deep
personal friendship that lasted to the end
of Kukliński’s life.
Years after that first encounter, Forden
asked him about his reaction to the news
that he was working with the CIA.
Kukliński’s answer: I have heard such vile
propaganda about the CIA from the Polish

Polish American Congress Washington DC, 12/16/2008
During the evening hours of December 15, 2008, Frank Spula, the president of the
Polish American Congress, received a phone call from US Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA)
in regards to the recent “Polish jokes” made by the Senator during his remarks addressed
to the Commonwealth Club, a Pennsylvania Republican group that met in New York on
Friday, December 12.
After exchanging pleasantries, Senator Specter expressed his regrets and said that he
was “out of line” in his remarks and that he “apologizes profusely.”
President Spula explained to the Senator the deepest concern voiced in recent days by
the members of the Polish American community, as well as by numerous Americans with
no Polish heritage, and who considered the remarks equally offensive.
Spula emphasized that the concern cannot be eased by mere words and urged that a
written statement of apology and explanation be issued by the Senator’s office. The
Senator confirmed that the written apology would be issued shortly.
The Polish American community nationwide, more than 10 million strong, as well as
Poles in Poland who found out about the incident from the media, felt deeply insulted by
the Senator’s words.
“It would be equally unthinkable if any elected official made similar remarks in regards
to any other group,” said Spula. “It really does not matter which group is targeted - all
jokes ridiculing people based on their ethnicity, religion or race are unacceptable!”
The following day, December 16th, 2008, Spula received the following letter:
__________

Polish American
Congress Opłatek and
Awards Luncheon
By: Betsy Cepielik
On December 7 the Polish American
Congress – Southern California Division
hosted an Op³atek and Awards Luncheon
at the Our Lady of the Bright Mount
Church in Los Angeles. The Parish Hall
was beautifully decorated by Teresa
Dudzick and her committee. Appetizers of
bread, Polish Sausage, and herring,
accompanied by Kröl vodka (donated by
Helena and Stanley Kołodziey were
enjoyed by all.

December 16, 2008
Frank J. Spula
President, Polish American Congress
Dear Mr. Spula:
I apologize for the comments which I made Friday at a Republican State Committee
luncheon in New York.
In retrospect, I can see that they were inappropriate and I regret having made them. You
may be sure I will never make the same mistake again.
In my 28 years in the United States Senate, I have always valued my strong relationship
with the Polish community. I have traveled to Poland on several occasions, most recently
in 2007. Following my visit, I returned to the floor of he United States Senate to share
with my colleagues that, “the relationship between the Untied States and Poland is
strong.” I also recognized Poland’s important contribution to the war on terrorism:
“Poland is putting forward a number of troops to assist the United States in Iraq and
Afghanistan, with 900 in Iraq and 1,200 in Afghanistan.”
To my knowledge, I am one of the few, if not the only, Senators who has hosted a
Polish national on my Washington, D.C. staff who returned to Warsaw to serve his
government.
As the son of Russian immigrants, I keenly appreciate that one’s heritage is a matter of
intense pride and identity. I look forward to working with the Polish-American
community in the years to come.
Sincerely,
Arlen Specter
__________

President Richard Wideryński
welcomed the guests: “Good afternoon
ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the
Polish American Congress of So. CA
opłatek and Polonia award presentation.
“The reason we are here today isn’t
because of the Polish American Congress
of So. CA, nor the Opłatek nor the
Polonia awards presentation, it was
because that over two thousand years ago
a savior was born to spread the good news
to a troubled world. I would remind
everyone that life is short and they should
take some time during this incredibly
commercialized, busy holiday season to
reflect on their lives and remember what it
means to be Polish within the context of
our mutual Christian roots.
“I would like to thank all the members
of the Polish American Congress for their
hard work and sacrifice in the past year
and for making this event a success.

Polish American Congress
Southern California Division
Invites you to attend our meeting

Sunday, January 11 - 12:30 P.M.
Pope John Paul Center
3999 Rose Drive - Yorba Linda
Non-members of the
Polish American Congress
are welcome to attend our meetings
to see the many projects we have achieved
and are working on for Polonia.
Information: (626) 577-9797
government and the USSR, that I knew
there had to be many decent people there.
One of the highlights of the event was
the premiere of the film “War Games,” a
documentary about Kukliński. After six
years of trying, director Dariusz Jabłoński
finally obtained Kukliński’s agreement to
make the film, but Kukliński died before
filming began. Still, production went
ahead, with interviews with his widow,
Brzeziński, Jan Nowak Jeziorański,
Richard Pipes, many of the contacts in the
US intelligence community, and Polish
and Soviet generals. These last, of course,
were critical of Kukliński, calling him a

traitor to his country and uniform.
Considering the source of this criticism, it
only served to emphasize the merits of
Kukliński’s decision. Jabłoński and
several assistants from his production
company were present at the event.
Availability of this film here has not been
determined.
In summary, this was a great tribute to a
man who, as was said in conclusion,
chose loyalty to his nation over loyalty to
a foreign-imposed state. ❒
__________

“Father Marek Ciesielski could you
please say a prayer before we break the
Opłatek and begin our meal.”
After Father Ciesielski blessed the
opłatek, the sharing of the opłatek by all
in attendance took place, followed by a
delicious dinner prepared by Teresa Turek
and her staff (including a new member –
their young grandson.)
After dinner, Richard Wideryński
introduced the entertainer – Beata
Kardewicz: “Ladies and Gentlemen we
are indeed fortunate to have as the
entertainment portion of our program,
violinist Beata Kardewicz. Ms. Kardewicz
was born in Katowice, Poland. Her
mother a musician as well was her
inspiration. Her education included
finishing secondary school with
distinction at the Fryderyk Chopin Music
School in Bytom. From 2001-2004 she
studied violin performance at Silesian
University. She received her Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree with distinction and
Master of Arts in Music Education. She
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